Vesta Chandeliers
Vesta Y chandelier

dimensions

features

- Direct Lumen: 3000lm / 4000lm
- Indirect Lumen: 2000lm / 2600lm
- Standard switching or separate switching
- 2700K / 3000K / 3500K / 4000K
- Color tuning option available
- 90+ CRI
- Range within a 3-MacAdam Ellipse
- Senso black, white, silver paint with Premium and Custom colors available
- Single unified canopy with integrated feed
- EldoLED, Dali, DMX & Casambi drivers

related products
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find an agent  403-216-7043 | sensolighting.com/contact/agent-locator
224-333-6033 | luminii.com/agents
Vesta X chandelier

dimensions

related products

Y shape  triangle  square  hexagon

features

- Direct Lumen: 4500lm / 6000lm
- Indirect Lumen: 2300lm / 3400lm
- Standard switching or separate switching
- 2700K / 3000K / 3500K / 4000K
- Color tuning option available
- 90+ CRI
- Range within a 3-MacAdam Ellipse
- Senso black, white, silver paint with Premium and Custom colors available
- Single unified canopy with integrated feed
- EldoLED, Dali, DMX & Casambi drivers

find an agent  403-216-7043 | sensolighting.com/contact/agent-locator
224-333-6033 | luminii.com/agents
Vesta Triangle chandelier

dimensions

features

- Direct Lumen: 3000lm / 4000lm
- Indirect Lumen: 2000lm / 2600lm
- Standard switching or separate switching
- 2700K / 3000K / 3500K / 4000K
- Color tuning option available
- 90+ CRI
- Range within a 3-MacAdam Ellipse
- Senso black, white, silver paint with Premium and Custom colors available
- Single unified canopy with integrated feed
- EldoLED, Dali, DMX & Casambi drivers

related products
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find an agent  403-216-7043 | sensolighting.com/contact/agent-locator
224-333-6033 | luminii.com/agents
Vesta Square chandelier

features

• Direct Lumen: 4500lm / 6000lm
• Indirect Lumen: 2300lm / 3400lm
• Standard switching or separate switching
• 2700K / 3000K / 3500K / 4000K
• Color tuning option available
• 90+ CRI
• Range within a 3-MacAdam Ellipse
• Senso black, white, silver paint with Premium and Custom colors available
• Single unified canopy with integrated feed
• EldoLED, Dali, DMX & Casambi drivers

related products
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dimensions

25” [639mm]

90°

45.5” [1168mm]
Vesta Hexagon chandelier

features

• Direct Lumen: 6000lm / 8000lm
• Indirect Lumen: 2000lm / 2600lm
• Standard switching or separate switching
• 2700K / 3000K / 3500K / 4000K
• Color tuning option available
• 90+ CRI
• Range within a 3-MacAdam Ellipse
• Senso black, white, silver paint with Premium and Custom colors available
• Single unified canopy with integrated feed
• EldoLED, Dali, DMX & Casambi drivers

dimensions

related products
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